Transfer Alignment Project
Work Group Meeting
December 13, 2022

MINUTES

Members Present: Cheryl Aschenbach (chair), LaTonya Parker, Elizabeth Atondo, Eric Wada, Krystinne Mica, Stephanie Curry, Dolores Davison, Beth Steffel, Jim Chalfant

Guests: Miguel Rother

1. Chair Aschenbach welcomed members

2. Business
   a. Agenda approved
   b. Minutes from October 25, 2022 approved

3. Review and Update of Action Plan for 2022-2023, including dialog regarding action plan items as time allows
   a. UC Update: UC will be formalizing procedures for updating UCTPs. ASCOTI will be presenting proposed plan to Academic Council. There is an interest in identifying core courses versus those only interested or options at some campuses.
   b. Need procedures for discussing UCTPs w/ ADTs for alignment. Definitions developed to help with distinction between aligned and alignable:
      i. **Alignment**: UCTP courses easily met within Core courses in TMC (broad pathway)
      ii. **Alignable**: UCTP could be met with the right selection of courses within TMC by students (narrow pathway; would require unpacking of ADT courses on transcript at UC). Could include courses recommended but not required by UC for transfer (dependent on articulation).
   c. Updates on alignment efforts
      i. Biology – UC is not likely to change
      ii. Bus 2.0 – alignment not possible without calculus as an add’l course
      iii. Econ – alignable IF calculus is in List A
      iv. Disciplines like Bus & Econ are examples of the differences between systems, as there is different prep needed and different students. For these types of disciplines, we need the communication about WHY the preparatory pathways are different
      v. Is it possible to pilot additional UCTP degree paths like CHEM and PHYS? Is it possible to develop a model curriculum template like Engineering with tracks to different university destinations?
4. Adjourn

5. Resources:
   a. Transfer Alignment Webpage
   b. August 8, 2022 Transfer Alignment Project Update
   c. ICW Policy: Number of Transfer Model Curricula Per Discipline Approved by ICW (Updated April 26, 2022)
   d. C-ID website: approved TMCs
   e. Chancellor’s Office website: approved TMCs